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‘Manchester United is one of the advantages of living in
Manchester - it provides an immediate opening for
conversations around the world: Manchester? Ah –
Manchester United! David Beckham! Recent research
showed that about 80% of the world have heard of
Manchester United (www.footballculture.net/teams). This
phenomenon exemplifies the globalisation of culture and
society that Global Express is responding to – the world as a
global village where over a billion people watch the same
live football game, brought about by the extraordinary speed
and scope of electronic and telecommunications, through our
24 hour news media.’

So began my presentation to 400 teachers, students,
academics and NGO workers at the twentieth anniversary
conference of the Development Education Council of Japan
(DECJ), where I had been invited to talk about Global
Express (GE). GE is a resource magazine for teachers of 8 to
14 year-olds produced rapidly when world events hit the
headlines. It is there for teachers when their pupils are most
aware of and interested in global issues - when they are on
TV and in the headlines. It brings the ‘global’ into
citizenship teaching. 

The DECJ also asked me to run workshops on teaching
about the news, controversial issues and global citizenship -
a fantastic opportunity to examine the ‘global’ in Global
Express from a different perspective. Matters that were
raised by workshop participants were: the controversial
nature of issues in the news; the teacher’s role in the
classroom; lack of information about the people, place or
issue; not knowing where to find classroom material; the
daunting responsibility of tackling complex and emotive
events like September 11.

Supporting teachers with accessible information, analysis,
activities and classroom strategies is a contribution to
addressing these concerns. Topics covered by GE range from
conflict, terrorism and protest to elections, earthquakes and
the World Cup. GE aims to give teachers confidence to
explore global issues, to bring a range of viewpoints,
particularly voices from the South, into the classroom and to
develop critical awareness and understanding of media
reporting. Evaluation in the UK showed that 68% of users
felt that working with GE had increased their knowledge of
development issues and 44% felt more confident about
teaching development issues (the other respondents said they
already felt confident about this). (Hirst, 2001)

Responding to the events of September 11 and its
aftermath was one of the greatest challenges for teachers and
not one that they could easily ignore. ‘Beyond the Attacks’
Edition No. 28 was the response of Global Express. It
focused on the pictures and reports in the media that
children were seeing, concern about the responses to Muslim
communities and the racism that was occurring. Feedback on
how subscribers had used this material was an evaluation
exercise for GE and provided a means of sharing and
comparison for work with the teachers in Japan. 

Canon Burrows Church of England Primary School in
Tameside is in an urban area and the intake is 10% ethnic
minority children. A whole school assembly was held in
response to September 11and discussion and activities took
place in individual classrooms. Helen Fogg, class teacher of
Year 6 and geography co-ordinator worked on activities from
‘Beyond the Attacks’ over a number of weeks. ‘It was an
excellent resource linked to literacy through the use of
newspaper articles and to RE when looking at tolerance,
prejudice and racism.’ 

In ‘circle time’ they discussed photographs from the
magazine, using key questions provided, used an activity on
‘Respecting difference’ in RE lessons and wrote ‘peace
prayers’. After these sessions the children knew the meaning
of the words ‘tolerance, prejudice, diversity, perception,
peace and patience’. An activity on ‘Sharing feelings’ was
used in a literacy lesson and after discussion letters were
written to children in New York showing both empathy and
sympathy. Further literacy work, using a news headlines
activity, led to discussion on the power of the media. The
children then created their own headlines and were
challenged to write newspaper articles about September 11
from an unbiased point of view. By the end of this work the
children understood the concepts of emotive language and
bias and could empathise with the Muslim community.

One unforeseen outcome of the headlines activity was
that the children asked questions about a headline which they
did not understand – ‘America, we feel your pain. Do you
feel ours?’ from the Palestine Chronicle. This led to
revisiting, in greater depth, information and activities from
an earlier edition of Global Express No.26 on Israel and
Palestine.

Robert Bruce Middle School in Kempston, Bedford is the
sixth most deprived area locally. Three-quarters of the pupils
are white and the rest are largely from the local Indian
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community, with some Pakistani and Afro-Caribbean
children. Stephen Singh is Head of Year 8 and Head of
Geography and also teaches RE. He found that Global
Express develops teachers’ confidence to tackle
controversial issues because they have the information.

‘The response of the school was to hold a whole school
assembly, the purpose of which was to make children feel
safe, especially the Muslim children. Guidelines were given
to all Heads of Year and RE
teachers were instructed to consider
all sides of the argument,
emphasising however, that Islam is a
peaceful religion but there are
extremists in all walks of life.’ 

Stephen focused on Islam and
used some of the questions and
activities in ‘Beyond the Attacks’ to
enable discussion and to explore the
meaning of tolerance and looking at
media bias. Classes used newspaper
articles to analyse how judgements
were being made without reference
to empirical evidence. Issues were
discussed in lessons at length and so
tensions did not spill over into the
playground.

‘One outcome was that the
profile of Islam as a religion was
raised and we were able to stress
that it is a peaceful religion. Also
misconceptions, such as confusion
between Sikhs and Muslims, were
discovered and addressed. It brought
the school community closer
together. We still refer to the events
of September 11. It was a whole
world community issue. It didn’t
just affect the Asian and white communities.’

In Ripley St. Thomas High School in Lancashire, a
student consultation as part of a participatory approach to
citizenship showed massive concern about September 11 and
its aftermath. Paul Warwick, from Global Link, the
Development Education Centre in Lancaster, ran a number
of sessions with Year 8 classes and used Global Express to
clarify his own ideas and planning for the predominantly
white students. 

A question and answer session showed pupils’ the ways in
which their basic information was limited, which led to a
discussion of issues particularly concerning the media
portrayal of events. Pupils wanted to know why the media
didn’t report the numbers of people around the world who
died for reasons other than terrorist attacks. They wrote
letters to their MPs outlining their views on the responses to
11 September. There were requests for more workshops on
global citizenship. ‘Students have a different attitude if a
session is set up in response to their agenda.’

In Japan, workshop participants were keen to try out
translated activities from ‘Beyond the Attacks’ including
cropping and captioning activities, analysing newspaper
headlines and using key questions. A change in the Japanese
school curriculum since April 2002 has opened up a small
space for teachers to ‘do their own thing’. Amongst the
teachers I met this had led to a growing interest in how to
bring issues that could be characterised as ‘citizenship’

including world events and media
education, into the classroom. 
The Daily Yomiuri – an English
language version of a Japanese
broadsheet – reported the Tokyo
workshop (Matsuzawa, 2002)
(would this happen in the UK?) and
included this question. ‘A primary
school teacher said she was not sure
what attitude she should adopt when
she featured the event in her class.
‘Here, we learn that it’s important
for us to study opposing viewpoints,
but what should I do if some of my
students develop different ones from
my own? I’m afraid that I might say
‘Such opinions are wrong.’’ My
response was reported: ‘Teachers
can say, ‘This is what I think. Other
people think differently and I’d like
you to know what other people are
thinking.’ It takes courage to have
open discussions and look at
different viewpoints but it’s all right
not to necessarily have just one
conclusion at the end.’
Comments from Japanese teachers
included: ‘It was really interesting
to think about issues from different

perspectives and critical viewpoints. The method is quite
simple so it could be used in many places including school,
community and company.’ And ‘Even reading a newspaper
is difficult for primary school students but this workshop
encouraged me to try dealing with issues in the classroom.
I’ll start from photo activities. I’m also impressed by the
poem and newspaper made by children [from Canon
Burrows School].’

Teachers who tackle controversial issues in the classroom
and create high expectations are often rewarded with
remarkable responses and insights from their pupils.
Whether it is the thrills and spills of World Cup football or
the horror and confusion of September 11 and its aftermath,
young people begin to recognise that seemingly distant
events in fact have links with all our lives and can learn to
become active citizens of our globalised world. In the words
of a Japanese teacher, ‘I realise that daily talk with children
about the world will help develop their consciousness and
attitude to the future.’
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‘War on the World’
With this headline Iqra Zahid begins her
newspaper report of September 11 – ‘the

day that changed the world’.  She
concludes: ‘This matter is about

everyone’s freedom – it is slowly going
away. We need to act soon to prevent

more war and prejudice’. 
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What’s this community linking all about?

Nick Maurice describes the history of community-to-community links between North and South and considers
some of the underlying principles which can lead to mutual benefit

As you drive South from Brikama, capital of the Western
Division in The Gambia, to the Muslim fishing community
of Gunjur, along the newly opened tarmaced road past the
mango orchards and baobab trees, you might be startled to
see the large hand-painted sign standing high above the lush
grass of the rainy season declaring that Gunjur is linked
with Marlborough in Wiltshire ‘20 Years of Friendship’. It’s
already becoming out of date. If you drive from Hungerford
in Berkshire to Marlborough in Wiltshire you might be a
little startled as you start the descent into Marlborough from
Savernake Forest to see a sign by the side of the road
declaring that Marlborough is linked with Gunjur in The
Gambia.

These signs represent not just 20 years of friendship but
a friendship that has underpinned a mutual engagement of
people from two hugely different communities, in com-
munity development at both ends, in development education
and in advocacy work. It has involved the exchange of 700
people between the two communities. The link has been
supported by DFID, the Community Fund, Comic Relief,
Oxfam, Christian Aid and many other agencies and
businesses and of course a huge number of individual
donors who have been directly involved in, and affected by,
the many aspects of the work.

The late1970s and early eighties in the UK saw an
increasing number of schools, communities, local
authorities, dioceses, hospitals and others recognising the
potential for community development, for development
education, for fair trade through people-to-people links with
counterparts in developing countries. The publication of the
Brandt Report, famine in Ethiopia, Band Aid, civil war in
Nicaragua, the killing fields of Cambodia, the recognition
that, as the Brandt Report put it, ‘you can’t leave
international development to politicians’ led many to believe
that ordinary people could and should engage in these links,
in much the same way that the twinning movement

developed following the second world war, in an attempt to
ensure that conflict never broke out in Europe again. There
was also the basic and honest view that community to
community linking might be good fun! This view has proved
justified.

There was scepticism and suspicion. Many felt that inter-
national development should be left to the experts. Others
saw this as just another guilt trip. There was justified
suspicion from the South about the motivation of Northern
partners. But there was also support for what was becoming
a movement, to the point that in 1984 in Hull (linked with
Freetown in Sierra Leone) a group of people involved in
these links agreed that there was a place for a supportive
umbrella organisation where people could come together
from both the North and the South to discuss the underlying
philosophy and ideology of these links, to develop an
unwritten charter of good practice, to swap experiences and
ideas, to collaborate on publications, to lobby and to
encourage other groups to get involved. The UK One World
Linking Association (UKOWLA) was initially given
considerable support from Oxfam and a pattern, now well
established, of the regular production of an informative
newsletter, workshops and regional, national and
international conferences emerged.

Most of these links are under-resourced and are doing
remarkable work through the largely voluntary efforts of
people in both the South and North. Some have collapsed, as
the efforts have lain too much with one or two key
individuals who may have moved on and the energy and
commitment has left with them. But what is the common
motivation that drives people to engage in these cross-
cultural ‘conversations’? The motives are many but certainly
they include the feeling that:- 

* community to community linking is a means to address
the scandalous disparity between rich and poor both
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